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Background:

Asha Chennai has been working with government schools in the Thiruvallur district under Project Sangamam. Sixty 
of the schools in the Poondi and Ellapuram blocks are supported by Hyundai Glovis. At 14 of these schools we have 
appointed regular teachers full-time. At all of these schools we send computer teachers once or twice a week.

Asha focus in these projects has been education. While we have couple of times in the past built toilets for schools 
that lack them, this has not been our focus area. Hygiene and health are extremely important for children. Good 
education cannot happen without good health.

The toilet facilities in many of the schools are inadequate. The children end up openly defecating during the break 
time. But with rising urbanization, in many of the schools there aren’t even fields near the school. Further lack of 
toilet facility at middle and high schools is a major cause of girls to drop out as they attain puberty. 

For the toilet work at schools we need the school to have the space for a new toilet or an old toilet in good enough 
condition to at least be repairable. Further we need support from the Panchayat, the Block officers and broadly the 
people from the village to be able to take up those activities. The schools/villages mentioned below offer us this 
supporting environment.

Schools/Villages to be covered

Asha prefers to work with villages on a long term basis. Just providing a toilet or school building to a school rarely 
achieves the purpose the effort sets out to achieve. Therefore we are only proposing villages/schools that we are 
already working with and will continue working with in the foreseeable future.

Click here to see a photo album showing the work required at the schools.

Here are the first phase schools where significant work is required on the toilets.

Ramancheri (from 2013)

The school is a middle school. There are about 75 children in the primary sections (class 1 to 5) and about 20 children
each in classes 6, 7 and 8. Asha has been providing one teacher at this school from Sept 2013. This is a school that 
has always offered full support for all Asha Chennai activities. Recently the school has also added another building 
with 3 classrooms on the opposite side of the road from the existing set of buildings. Thus the classroom facilities at 
the school are good.

The school has only one functional toilet in the old campus and none in the new one. The one functional toilet is 
shared by the teachers and the older girls. There are no toilets for the younger girls or the boys. There was a toilet that
was constructed for the boys but it is such a poor job that it cant even be repaired. In the new campus they have space 
for toilet(s). We can construct toilet complexes for both boys and girls in the new area.

Puthukandigai (from 2016)

The school is a very remote small school with a strength of 32. Asha has been supporting them with just a computer 
teacher, once a week, since 2016-17. In 2018-19 it has been brought under Glovis Sangamam. It serves very poor 
families in this remote area.

The school has one new building with just a classroom. Till recently the school had an old school building with two 
classrooms and an adjoining toilet facility. The building was in very bad shape. The education department ordered its 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/ixPdLK6CgPcAhQSV6


demolition to facilitate the building of a new one. However when they demolished this building they also ended up 
demolishing the toilet. So, the school is without any toilet facilities. And the teachers are having to send the children 
to the forested area nearby. Since there are snakes etc., they are concerned for the children.

They need a toilet building. They would be happy to get one complex which they will alternate among the boys and 
girls. They are likely to get one more toilet building when the education department builds a new school building. But
this is likely to take more than a year. When this comes, they will allocate our toilet for girls and use the government 
one for boys.

Kunnavalam (from 2005)

The Panchayat Union Middle School at Kunnavalam is one of the oldest schools supported by Asha in Thiruvallur. 
For a number of years we used have a regular teacher at the school. However with the opening of new schools by 
SSA and due to children being sent to private schools, the number of children at this school dropped significantly over
the years. We completely stopped support to the school from 2011 for a few years and since 2016 we have started 
sending computer teachers to the school once again.

The school has two sets of toilets for boys (each with one commode and a urinal area). These are used for primary 
school and middle school boys. There is a bigger toilet with two commodes and a bigger urinal area for girls. There is
also another toilet for disabled children and one for the staff to use. The staff toilet is very old and beyond repair. All 
the other toilets are in reasonably good shape and the toilet for disabled children is a new one and doesn’t require any 
work. The water tank that supplies water to these toilets is broken and needs to be replaced. Further the water tank 
that was supplying water to the girls toilet doesn’t supply water anymore and that also needs to be connected to the 
broken water tank that supplies water to the boys toilet. 

Athipattu (from 2018)

We recently added support to this school as the District subcollector personally requested us to support this school in 
Thiruvalangadu block. We also found the school to be in need of our support and the HM and other teachers to be 
very cooperative to our efforts. This is the only school we support in this block but the school is close to other schools
we support in Poondi block like Mangakuppam, Ramanjeri etc.

This is a middle school with 100+ children. There is a toilet with just urinal and two separate rooms with commodes 
for boys. For girls there is a toilet with urinal and two commodes. The wall of the toilet and floor are all damaged in 
the boys toilet. Of the two commodes for boys, in one of them the door is damaged beyond repair. The water doesn’t 
flow out of most of the toilets. All these need to be attended to.

Neyveli (from 2018)

We added support for the middle school at Neyveli also this year. This is school is right in the middle of Kannigaiper 
and Annanagar, both schools that we support. The school at Neyveli has been requesting our support for two years 
now. We have started sending a computer teacher to this school. The school is very supportive of Asha’s efforts. The 
school has been winning several competitions held for schools and students. Children are travelling to places like 
NID, Ahmedabad, another place in Bhubaneswar, Orissa etc, to present their work!

They have girls and boys toilets. Their main problem is that the entrance to the boys toilet is from outside the school. 
Behind the school the school has space and the compond wall built away from the building to give space for the boys 
to walk through that path to their bathroom. But this will be a lot of work and there is potential for the ground to slip 
and thus destroying the work we do. The alternative they came up with is to provide another gate for the school which
will reduce the distance the boys will have to walk to the toilet. The girls toilet has a low wall which doesn’t provide 
any privacy for them. They need this raised. Besides this there is a usual minor plumbing and painting work required 
at both the toilets.



Schools/Villages to be covered (Phase II)

These are school where standard work like fixing the drainage, refitting the door, bringing water supply from a nearby
tank, making taps available in the bathroom, fix any cracks in the floor or wall, painting and cleaning as required.

Melvilagam (from 2016)

This village is located about 1 Km from Nemiliagaram which we have been supporting for a long time. This becomes 
inaccessible after heavy rains. The school is a very small school with a strength of just 12. Asha has been supporting 
them with just a computer teacher, once a week, since 2016-17. In 2018-19 it has been brought under Glovis 
Sangamam. It serves very poor families in this remote area.

There is just one toilet in the school with one commode. The roof in the commode area leaks. We need to replaster the
roof. The door needs to be refitted. The usual painting and plumbing work is also required here.

Greenvel Natham (from 2016)

While this is a remote school serving very poor Adidravidar community next to the village of Mettupalayam, this has 
been performing extremely well in all our assessments due to the excellent work by the HM and assistant teacher. By 
some measures it has topped overall in the assessments conducted in 2016-17 and 2017-18. They also won the bext 
presentation in the Asha Impressions 2018 competition! The school is a small school with a strength of 21. Asha has 
been supporting them with just a computer teacher, once a week, since 2016-17. In 2018-19 it has been brought under
Glovis Sangamam.

The school has toilet facilities with the usual problems described earlier. It has a single structure with two separate 
areas of girls and boys. It needs a new wash basin. The usual painting and plumbing work is also required here.

Allikuzhi (from 2012)

This is also a remote school in the vicinity of Placepalayam. The school has 70 children and three government 
teachers. Asha has been providing one teacher for the school. In 2013-14 we constructed a toilet for the high school 
which is adjacent to the primary school that we support. Since then the high school has moved to a new building of its
own. The primary school has moved to occupy the high school classrooms and this has become their main toilet. 
There was only space available for building one small toilet complex with 2 commodes and a small urinal area.

There was no plumbing done in the current toilet. We will need to provide plumbing and taps. The drainage needs to 
be cleaned. The usual painting and plumbing work is also required here. Currently there is a tank inside the toilet. If 
we remove this we can fit a washbasin. The HM and we are still deciding about this.

Valliamma Pettai (from 2016)

TBD

The school has toilet facilities with the usual problems described earlier. It has a single structure with two separate 
areas of girls and boys. It needs a new wash basin. The usual painting and plumbing work is also required here.

Gengulu Kandigai (from 2016)

This school is a remote school in the vicinity of Placepalayam and Allikuzhi. The school is a small school with a 
strength of 30. Asha has been supporting them with just a computer teacher, once a week, since 2016-17. In 2018-19 
it has been brought under Glovis Sangamam. It serves very poor families in this remote area.

The school has toilet facilities with the usual problems described earlier. It has a single structure with two separate 
areas of girls and boys. It needs new wash basins for each area. The usual painting and plumbing work is also 
required here.

Kottaikulam (from 2015)



This is a Irular hamlet next to Goonipalayam. When Asha started supporting the school (as part of Glovis Sangamam)
in 2015, the school had just one handicapped teacher. We had our regular teacher at the school for 2 years. In the 
meantime the government also appointed another teacher for the school. The strength at the school is 31 children.

The school has two separate toilets building for boys and girls. Each has a commode and urinal area. We will fit a 
new wash basin in each of these toilets. The usual painting and plumbing work is also required here.

Palavakkam (from 2018)

This is a large primary school in Ellapuram Block. For two years the HM at this achool has been requesting us to 
support his school. We finally started supporting this school this academic year. It has a strength of 155 students. We 
are supporting the school with a computer teacher visiting 2 time a week.

The school has 2 toilet complexes for boys and girls with the usual problems described earlier. Each has 2 commodes 
and urinal area. We will fit a new wash basin in each of these toilets. The usual painting and plumbing work is also 
required here.

Kuppammal Chathiram (from 2014)

This is the first school we started supporting back in 2004. The school plummeted in strength from about 130 to about
70 in the year 2006 to 2009. Since then it has stabilized at that strength. We have continuously had a regular teacher at
that school. It is located in the same Panchayat as our project office.

The toilets at this school are really old. Asha did some repair work on the toilet back in 2004 or 2005! Since then no 
further work has been done on the toilets. We hadn’t taken up the repair work as a new building is sanctioned for the 
school. We felt it would be better to take up the toilet work after that building is completed. However there is lack of 
clarity on when and even whether that building work will be taken up. The toilet requires new doors.

We will decide on whether to take up this work by the time Phase II of the project starts.

Manjakuppam (from 2016)

This is a middle school on the road to Arakkonam. We started sending a computer teacher to the school in 2016. The 
school requested a regular teacher as one of their teachers was out on maternity leave and they were in desparate need
to an additional teacher. As we did not need a teacher at Pattarai Perumbudur, we move our teacher here in 2017. 
Since then we have also been supporting the school with a regular teacher. The school has been very supportive of all 
our efforts. They came first in the Asha Impressions contest in 2017.

The school has 2 toilet complexes for boys and 2 for girls with the usual problems described earlier. Each has a 
commodes and urinal area. We will fit a new wash basin in each of these toilets. The usual painting and plumbing 
work is also required here.

Kammavarpalayam (from 2016)

This school is a remote school in the vicinity of TB Puram. The school is a small school with a strength of 21. Asha 
has been supporting them with just a computer teacher, once a week, since 2016-17. In 2018-19 it has been brought 
under Glovis Sangamam. It serves very poor families in this remote area.

The school has toilet facilities with the usual problems described earlier. It has a single structure with two separate 
areas of girls and boys. It needs new wash basins for each area. The usual painting and plumbing work is also 
required here.

Sathurangapettai (from 2017)

This is a prominently located school in the way from Thiruvallur to Seethanjeri. This houses the AEO’s office for the 
whole block. The school has a strength of 48 students. Asha has been supporting them with just a computer teacher, 
once a week, since 2017-18. In 2018-19 it has been brought under Glovis Sangamam.



The school has toilet facilities with the usual problems described earlier. It has a single structure with two separate 
areas of girls and boys. It needs new wash basins for each area. The usual painting and plumbing work is also 
required here.

Melakaramanur (from 2017)

This school is a remote school in the vicinity of Uthukkottai. You have to go further fom Nandhimangalam for aabout 
2 Kms to reach this school. The school is a small school with a strength of 28. Asha has been supporting them with 
just a computer teacher, once a week, since 2017-18. In 2018-19 it has been brought under Glovis Sangamam.

The school has toilet facilities with the usual problems described earlier. It has a single structure with two separate 
areas of girls and boys. It needs new wash basins for each area. The usual painting and plumbing work is also 
required here. New doors are also required.

Plan for New Toilets

We visited the toilets constructed by Hyundai Glovis at the Marthoma school at Kiloy. This was constructed by Jhigo 
Infrastructure. They submitted a plan to Asha for constructing similar toilets with the only change being there would 
be 3+3 urinal spaces instead of the 2+2 plan at the Marthoma school. The size of the structure will be 15’ by 8’-10”. 
The cost for one of these structures would be Rs 1500 per sq ft which is approx.. Rs 2 Lakhs. 

At Ramanjeri we are planning to have two of these back to back. The space required will be 15’ by 18’ approx. This 
will provide separate toilets for boys and girls. There is sufficient space for this at the school. In addition to this a 
water tank and a septic tank will also be required. We hope the money saved from the common wall will be sufficient 
to offset these costs.

At Pudhukandigai we will just have one of these 15’ by 8’-10” units. Again we will require a water tank and a septic 
tank. I am adding a cost of Rs 30,000 for these.



Here is the plan of a single 15’ by 8’10” toilet complex.



 
Project Details and Cost Estimates

The amounts stated here are approximate. The cost of construction materials (like sand, cement, bricks etc.) varies a lot with time 
and further weather events can cause damages that affect the cost.

The cost of the repairs may change even more if we start the work and find that there are other problems, which we did not find 
earlier. 

SNo Work Description Cost and Modification Details Approx. Cost

New Toilets

1 New Toilet(s) at Ramanjeri Two 15’ x 8’10”, each with 2 
close door toilets, 6 urinals and 
a wash basin. A common 
overhead watertank and an 
external septic tank.

Rs 4.9 Lakhs.

2 New Toilet(s) at Pudhukandigai One 15’ x 8’10”, each with 2 
close door toilets, 6 urinals and 
a wash basin. Also an overhead 
watertank and an external septic 
tank.

Rs 2.7 Lakhs

Toilet Repair Work – First Phase (taken up along with the new toilet constructions)

3 Kunnavalam – 3 Toilets Replace water tank, Door, wash 
basin, plumbing work and 
whitewash. Hand wash area 
work.

Rs 61,700

4 Athipattu – 3 toilets Door, wash basin, plumbing 
work, and whitewash.

Rs 72,700

5 Neyveli – 2 toilets New gate, wall level raising, 
Metal sheet roof, wash basin, 
plumbing work and whitewash.

Rs 117,400

Miscellaneous Costs including Name 
boards for new toilets, artist work at 
repaired toilets, cost of inauguration 
function etc.

Rs 32,000

Toilet Repair Work – Second Phase (taken up after the completion of first phase)

6 Melvilagam – 1 toilet Door, wash basin, plumbing 
work, and whitewash.

Rs 21,100

7 Greenvel Natham – 1 Toilet Wash basin, plumbing work, 
drainage work and whitewash.

Rs 24,600

8 Allikuzhi – 1 Toilets Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 20,500

9 Kanagavallipuram – 1 toilet Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 20,900



10 Gengulu Kandigai – 1 toilet Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 25,600

11 Kottaikulam – 2 toilets Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 26,900

12 Palavakkam – 2 toilets Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 30,000

13 Kuppammal Chathiram – 2 toilets Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 43,700

14 Manjakuppam – 4 toilets Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 59,400

15 Kammarpalayam – 1 toilet Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 23,500

16 Sadurangapettai – 1 toilet Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 23,500

17 Melakaramanur – 1 toilet Wash basin, new water 
connection, plumbing work and 
whitewash.

Rs 30,500

Miscellaneous Costs including artist 
work at repaired toilets, cost of 
inauguration function etc.

Rs 20,000

Fund Requirement Summary and Schedule

We would like to get the funding for the first phase of the project up front. Based on the workings of the costs in the 
first phase, we will represent the budget for the second phase and money can be release for the second phase at that 
time.

Funds required for First Phase – Approx 10.4 Lakhs.

Funds required for Second Phase – Approx 3.7 Lakhs.

We hope to start the work for the first phase by Jan 2019 and finish it by April 2019. We will start the work for the 
second phase by May 2019 and finish it by Sept 2019.
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